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Sapa Building System AB is the leading 
supplier of aluminium building systems  
in Scandinavia.
Sapa Building System AB develop and market systems for doors, windows, façades, glazed 
roofs and solar shading. We control the entire chain from production of dies, extrusion of 
profiles, surface treatment, and insulation to stocking system profiles and accessories.  
We are ISO 9001 certified. Our products are manufactured by independent licensed  
fabricators. Their commitment can comprise from know-how, support and consulting  
to production, delivery, installation, and after sales service of the products.

Sapa Building System AB has been active on the market for over forty years. Since then 
we have developed efficient products and extensive testing has also been carried out to 
relevant BS and EN test standards.

Our building system is adapted to the architectural entirety. Four combinable systems can 
be used to create a variety of applications and functions. With many years of experience 
in developing functional and architectural solutions Sapa offers a flexible building system 
with space for new ideas.

Our independent fabricators are trained on an ongoing basis to manufacture and supply 
our high performing systems.

Sapa AB, which is our mother company, is divided into three core business areas:  
Profiles, Building System and Heat Transfer. 

Sapa develops, manufactures and markets value added profiles, profile based building 
systems and heat exchanger strips in light weight aluminium and is the leading inde-
pendent manufacturer in the world.

Sapa’s business concept is based on a close co-operation with its customers, who are 
mainly located in Europe, North America and Asia. Major customer segments include 
construction, transport, household, office and engineering industries.

Cover: Rommen School and Culture Centre  
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On February 3, Sapa Building System AB organized a seminar in 

Stockholm for about forty architects, proprietors, building con-

sultants and fabricators on how to use solar cells integrated in 

façades and glazed roofs. The subject is topical because there is 

a growing pressure on the construction industry to build energy 

efficient houses. In 2020, all new construction in Sweden should 

be so called “near zero-energy buildings”, i.e.:

• Very energy efficient building envelope.

• Very energy efficient installations.

• A large part of the required energy should be renewable.

We face the greatest challenge of our time – to quickly convert 

our energy consumption to a level that creates the conditions for 

a sustainable society. This applies very much to the reduction of 

energy use in buildings as it accounts for nearly 40 percent of the 

country’s total energy use.

- Sapa Building System has the solutions needed to meet the 

challenge and that was the message we wanted to bring to  

the Solar Seminar, said Laurent Andrzejewski  

from Sapa Building System.

Successful seminar  
on solar cells for buildings

Sliding doors 
French windows & folding French windows

Sapa 3074 with Contraflam Structure 2160 lift-slide door      

news  

Sapa 3074 glazed elements with Contraflam Structure make a 
fully glazed system for fire rated elements. The vertical joints 
between the glass panes are made using bonding without verti-
cal profiles in accordance with the glass supplier’s instructions. 
They meet the requirements for fire protection class EI30. Also 
available in Sapa 3050, class E30. Read more on our web site.

Energy efficient insulated lift-slide door with lift-slide fittings 
for user friendly operation. For door-leaf sizes up to 3.2 m. Read 
more on our web site or download our new overview brochure 
on sliding doors, French windows and folding French windows.
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Stapelbädden Residential Quarter

Passive house in the shipyard area
The architect’s description 

The Stapelbädden quarter is located in the old shipyard area in Västra 
Eriksberg. Here are some of Gothenburg’s finest rental apartments, 
a total of 380 units, with a stunning seafront location. The houses 
are built in three phases and form a cohesive unit, divided into three 
smaller courtyards. 

The different type of building – linear blocks, tower blocks and town 
houses with green roofs – add variety, while the playful colours and 
uniform details run like a thread through the houses and link togeth-
er the quarter. Façade materials are plaster and boards. The house at 
the top of the area has received a special design of the façade and  

 
the details and is the area’s gateway to the north. It is designed as a 
passive house. 

The presence of water and light permeates the whole design down 
to every detail. A well thought-out window setting and mostly open 
planning solutions offer great quality of living for the residents. Great 
care has been placed on the balcony design, which offers the oppor-
tunity to enjoy the sun and views, and provides room for a party with 
friends and a peaceful moment in the sun. 

Hilda Esping Nordblom, Liljewall Arkitekter

Facts  
Facility: Stapelbädden Residential 
Quarter 
Town: Gothenburg, Sweden 
Construction year: 2005-2010 
Architect: Liljewall Arkitekter 
Fabricator: Göteborgs Glasmästeri 
Proprietor: Bostadsbolaget 

 
Façades: Sapa 4150 
Doors: Sapa 2074  
Windows: Sapa 1074 , Sapa 
French window 1074 
Surface finish: Powder coated
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The architect’s description 

Rommen School and Culture Centre is one of the first major facilities 
that are realized in the important Groruddal Project, and forms a new 
centre of gravity at the top of Groruddalen area. In addition to a primary 
and secondary school complex, it also includes a large multipurpose hall, 
its own culture hall, a combined library, district management offices, 
facilities for the municipal art school and a large outdoor area with a 
variety of activities. 

Rommen School and Culture Centre is like the name implies more than a 
school. The neighbourhood residents should also benefit from the facil-
ity and the opportunities it provides for a long time to come.

The school site is located on a plain with a slight slope to the north, in an 
otherwise gently rolling terrain surrounded by hills. In the east, a ravine 
cuts into the site with grass covered slopes and valuable vegetation 
belts. The vegetation belts in the east penetrate the school area.  
Between the building bodies the vegetation is more cultivated, and 
“finger-merged” with the buildings. 

The teaching areas are designed as 3 wings, located in the site’s most 
attractive part to the east with a good contact to the rolling ravine. The 
wings appear to be three smaller schools with separate entrances and 
outdoor areas. SFO and Family Learning are co-located with the primary 
school to facilitate joint use of space. 

Special rooms, administration and support functions are located to the 
west as a somewhat denser “back” next to the parking lot and the pow-
er lines on the west side. The library and the offices face the plaza and 
the main entrance, while the large and relatively closed volumes of the 
multipurpose hall and the culture hall are confined to the north-west 
corner of the site. 

The Forum, which is the unifying main artery of the complex and the 
main meeting place, is an air-conditioned common area that links the 
facility together. All departments and key elements face directly towards 
the Forum. The Forum provides a good contact with the surrounding 
characteristic landscape .

L2 Arkitekter AS

Facts  
Facility: Rommen School and Culture Centre 
Town: Oslo, Norway 
Construction year: 2010 
Architect: L2 Arkitekter AS 
Fabricator: Saint-Gobain Bøckmann AS 
Proprietor: Undervisningsbygg Oslo KF 
Contractor: Skutle AS 
 Façades: Sapa 4150 
Doors: Sapa 2050, 2074 A30, 2074 A60 
Windows: Sapa 1074 
Glass: Cool-Lite SKN154 with screen print, Emalit 
façade glass. Contraflam fire-resistant glass and 
Stadip Silence sound insulating glass. 
Surface finish: Clear anodised

Rommen School and Culture Centre

Aluminium interacts with wood
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The architect’s description 

This type of assignment does not appear every day. The construction 
and modernization of the new Öresund Power Plant – a unique project 
in the sense that a new power plant and operations offices were to 
be built inside the existing old buildings. The existing buildings were 
designed by Hans Westman in 1955 and consist of several large inter-
connected brick buildings that are full of character. The location and 
appearance of the buildings have given the harbour area a characteristic 
silhouette ever since they were built.

In one power station building everything was pulled down internally,  
so that only the shell remained. Within this the new gas power plant 
was built.

Our assignment was to create new offices, workshop and staff facilities 
for the plant’s operating personnel in the other major power plant build-
ing, as well as for other personnel who previously were scattered at vari-
ous addresses in the city. In the building there were 4 major coal boilers, 
conveyors/bunkers for coal, and a large turbine hall with 2 turbines. The 
large decorative steel structures that carried the coal boilers was kept. 
These would form the backbone of the new building which we placed 
inside the shell.

As the pictures show, the new office building with its fully glazed inte-
rior façade really makes an impression of a building within a building. 

The new building could get a free form with a flexible planning solution 
where one did not have to take into account the outer structure/façade.

The space between the old and the new façade is conceived as a buffer 
that allows sunlight to pass through to provide an even lighting to the 
new offices on the inside. The space is also a climatic buffer that makes 
it possible to create a more even indoor climate, which means that  
energy consumption can be reduced.

The old loading space on the 6th floor, the building’s “eye” as seen to the 
outside, became a meeting and relaxation area with fantastic views of 
the harbour and city centre. The turbine hall with two large turbines has 
been preserved, and it can now be used as a meeting place for the staff, 
a banquet hall, etc. The old conveyor belts and coal bunkers were cleared 
out and became a new light shaft that brings light deep into the building. 

During the day the old building seems intact, while in the evening/night 
one can see how the new internal structure is lit up and gives the viewer 
an experience of the building’s new life.

   Joakim Faritzon,  New Line Arkitekter AB

Facts 
Facility: Öresund Power Plant 
Town: Malmö, Sweden 
Construction year: 2008-2009 
Architect: New Line Arkitekter AB 
Fabricator: GlasLindberg Fasad AB 
Proprietor: E.ON 
 

Façades: Sapa 4150 
Glazed roof: Sapa 5050 
Surface finish: Glazed roof – powder coa-
ted, RAL 7035; façade – NCS S 5050-B30G 
on the outside, RAL 7035 on the inside

EON, Malmö

Öresund Power Plant
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The Green Skyscraper

Energy efficient  
design solution with a view

Facts 
Facility: The Green Skyscraper 

Town: Gothenburg, Sweden 
Construction year: 2009 

Architect: White Arkitekter AB 
Fabricator: Göteborgs Metallpartier AB 

Proprietor: Skanska Fastigheter Göteborg AB 
Contractor: Skanska Sverige AB 

 
Façades: Sapa 4150 SX and  

a custom designed façade solution. 
Surface finish: Powder coated

The Green Skyscraper has the EU GreenBuilding 
mark and has been LEED Platinum certified.
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The architect’s description 

The architectural concept was included already in our design proposal, 
and aimed to exploit the unique location at the E6 motorway in central 
Gothenburg.

We wanted to create an exclamation mark, a profile building as a land-
mark for the Gårda centre. The solution was to put the required twenty 
thousand square metres of attractive office space in two lower build-
ings that are adapted to the block structure plus one sixteen floors high, 
slender building.

A strong and clear character has been obtained with façade’s meander 
motif, which we initially thought would be in the dark red Gårda colour. 
It only became really powerful when we together on a study tour to 
Denmark got the idea that it should be black.

The special double window design for indoor climate and energy re-
quires tinted (not coated) sunscreen glass on the outside that is only 
available as black or green tinted. In order to get clarity and sharpness 
against the black façade we chose green.

Classical columns – and tall buildings – have a base, a shaft and a capital. 
The capital consists of the terraces on the 17th floor with their bright red 
roof. The base is made of the open, glazed ground floors with out-turned 
conference, restaurant and café premises.

Both outdoors and indoors, it is important to create openness and  
attractive meeting places. The outdoor routes, places and open-air  
cafés are reflected indoors in the two-story lobby with its reception  
and seating places.

The office floors are generally designed for maximum flexibility with  
the stairwells in the middle and office spaces ranging from 400 m2 to 
2300 m2 on a single floor.

Large windows and high ceiling height let daylight deep into the  
rooms and provide spectacular views. Otherwise, the tenants’ wishes 
can determine the layout of the rooms, as well as the choice materials 
and colours.

Åke Johansson, White arkitekter
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The architect’s description 

The AMOPLANT automotive company in Jelgava, Latvia, is an assembly 
factory for local city busses and tractors. The main plant and industrial 
building volumes have been designed in strict accordance with the pro-
duction technological schemes, using a streamlined steel construction 
solution and finishing materials. According to a rational design philoso-
phy, the project has been developed around a rectangular shape, covered 
with flat roofing and steel sandwich panel external walls.

For a small company that has decided to run the saturated automotive 
sector, it was important to get a different visual image. As kind of busi-
ness card, the client wanted to build an imposing office building in front 
on the production facility buildings, in the outskirt of the city. The office 
building volume retains a rectangular shape, however the façade get 

an entirely different composition. It consists of large mirrored windows, 
filled bay windows on the ground floor, supplemented with shovel-type 
projections at the building ends, that associates with former limousine 
class side-wings. 

Façade decoration applied to large-size silver squares give a “techno 
style” to the building and in some special way confirms that this is the 
place where high technology is born. The colour scheme together with 
the building’s overall architecture tells a clear story – here is established a 
brilliant corporate brand rooted in the great blue-collar industry culture.

Architect Māris Jostiņš

 AMOPLANT, Jelgava

Blue-collar culture in techno-style
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Facts 
Facility: AMOPLANT 
Place: Jelgava, Latvia 
Construction year: 2008-2009 
Architect: Māris Jostiņš, SIA RUP 
Proprietor: SIA EKA 
Fabricator: SIA Pontium 
Façades: Sapa 4150, 5050SG 
Windows: Sapa 1074, 4074 
Doors: Sapa 2074, 2074 folding 
Surface finish:  
mainly RAL 5007, 1074 windows – RAL 1017
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Frydenbø Marina, Bergen

Offices with wharf

The architect’s description 

Frydenbø Marina is designed as a maritime office complex with a marina, 
a boat accessory shop and a service centre for boats on the quay level. 
The building boasts a nice restaurant for tenants, visitors and if required 
also for the residents in the area.

The building is close to the sea and the centre, and has a unique view that 
stretches from Askøy in the north – through Fløyen – to Ulriken in the 
south. The Puddefjorden and the Damsgårdssundet help to make this a 
very attractive place where you can enjoy the view both large and small 
vessels sailing by.

The project is designed with two main elements, an office block with 
seven floors that extend far out into the Puddefjorden and a low and 
transparent intermediate building. The office block has a curved glass 
façade facing the Byfjorden and the entrance to the Bergen harbour. 

The space formation in front of the office block is emphasized in the  
design and bestows quality on the neighbouring areas and provides  
space for activities on the quay and by the sea.

     Artec Prosjekt Team AS  

Facts 
Facility: Frydenbø Marina 
Town: Bergen, Norway 
Construction year: 2008-2009 
Architect: Artec Prosjekt Team AS 
Fabricator: Bue Aluminium AS 
Proprietor: Frydenbø Eiendom AS 
Contractor: Stolz Entreprenør AS 
 

Façades: Sapa 4150 
Doors: Sapa 2074 
Windows: Sapa 1074 
Glass: Pilkington Suncool 7040 
Surface finish: Powder coated, RAL 7012, 
7015, 7021, 7047 and 9022 Pearl.
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Photographer: .Jan Møller Madsen
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The architect’s description 

The Nyborg Strand Hotel is tied together by an internal “street” sur-
rounded by heavy distinctive brick buildings. As a counterpoint to the 
existing heavy architecture, the construction of a new main entrance in 
2007 provided the structure with a   new and more inviting expression 
with large glass façades and distinctive white roof slabs. This light-
weight construction expression is passed further to the last two addi-
tions at the Nyborg Strand Hotel – a new wing with 56 rooms and an 
expansion of the existing internal “street” with a new buffet/exhibition 
area and new meeting facilities. Both buildings were completed in au-
tumn 2010 and together provide an area of approx. 2,000 m2.

The new wing positions itself as a building of 3 floors along the sharp 
edges of the forest north of the hotel – hence the nickname of  
 

“the Forest” – and contains 56 single rooms. The building’s white slabs 
and distinctive granite-clad stair cores carry on the architecture of the 
main entrance and frame the hotel forecourt. 

The Nyborg Strand Hotel has over time created a tradition of integrat-
ing art into building projects. In connection to the room wing, the artist 
Viera Collaro has designed a colourful light installation as part of the 
entrance.

The expansion of the internal “street” forms an additional building of  
2 floors, which also stretches out to the hotel forecourt. The ground 
floor of the building contains a buffet and exhibition area for the hotel’s 
numerous conference guests, while the first floor contains two large 
meeting rooms with their resting area.

Fris & Moltke A/S

Facility: Nyborg Strand Hotel 
Town: Nyborg, Denmark 
Construction year: 2010 
Architect: Fris & Moltke A/S 
Fabricator: KBL Metalbyg 
Contractor: Hans Jørgensen og Søn A/S 
 

Façades: Sapa 4150 
Doors: Sapa 2074 
Windows: Sapa 1074 
Glass: Solarlux 70-72 to the south. Energy glass 
otherwise. Emalit coloured class in RAL 9010. 
Surface finish: Powder coated, RAL 9010

Nyborg Strand Hotel

The Forest

Photographer: .Jan Møller Madsen

Photographer: .Jan Møller Madsen
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Colourful hamburger restaurant

Facility: MAX hamburger restaurant   Town: Falun, Sweden   Construction year: 2011   Architect: Lomar Arkitekter AB   Fabricator: Dala Metallpartier AB 
Contractor: Nils Skoglund Bygg AB   Façades: Sapa 4150   Doors: Sapa 2060, sliding doors 2050   Surface finish: Powder coated/ Clear anodised 

Information and support
 Denmark: 

Sapa Building System 
Langhøjvej 1 Indgang A 8381 Tilst  
Phone +45 86 16 00 19 00  
Fax +45 86 16 00 79  
e-mail: system.dk@sapagroup.com  
www.sapabuildingsystem.dk

Finland: 

Sapa Building System
Sinikalliontie 18 A, 02630 Espoo  
Phone +358 9 86 78 280  
Fax +358 9 86 78 28 20 
e-mail: system.fi@sapagroup.com 
www.sapabuildingsystem.fi

Lithuania:
UAB „Sapa Statybų Sistemos“ 
Kirtimu g.47, LT-02244 Vilnius
Phone +370 5 2102587  
Fax +370 5 2102589 
e-mail: system.lt@sapagroup.com 
www.sapabuildingsystem.lt

Norway:  

Sapa Building System 
Pb. 34, 2027 Kjeller  
Phone +47 63 89 21 00  
Fax +47 63 89 21 20 
e-mail: system.no@sapagroup.com 
www.sapabuildingsystem.no

HEADoFFiCE SWEDEN:

Sapa Building System AB  
574 81 Vetlanda Phone +46 383 942 00 Fax +46 383 76 19 80 
e-mail: system.se@sapagroup.com www.sapabuildingsystem.se

AG EN T S

Hungary: 

Vetlanda Kft.  
Szabó Illunka u. 22, HU-1015 Budapest  
Phone +36 12 25 06 41  
Fax +36 12 25 06 42 
e-mail: tamas.kiss@vetlanda.hu  
www.vetlanda.hu

Nordikal Kft   
Bartók Béla út 152, HU-1113 Budapest 
Phone +36 1 204 0052  
Fax +36 1 204 0053 
e-mail: zatyko.csaba@nordikal.hu  
www.nordikal.hu

iceland: 

Gluggasmidjan hf.  
Vidarhöfda 3, 112 Reykjavik  
Phone +354 577 50 50  
Fax +354 577 50 51 
e-mail: gunnargud@gluggasmidjan.is 
www.gluggasmidjan.is

S A PA B U i L D i N G S y S T E M A B o F F i C E S


